**What** OC Public Works contractor crews will perform a series of **temporary traffic stoppages** (each approximately 10-mins. in duration) at specific locations on Avenida La Pata in order to install overhead utility wires above the roadway.

Traffic control devices (signs, flag personnel “flaggers”, pilot trucks, etc.) will be placed in these specific locations to alert drivers to temporarily stop and ensure the safety of the public and project crews. Traffic will be intermittently stopped and will be relieved as needed to accommodate traffic stacking. These brief traffic stoppages will be active for the day and are necessary for crews to complete the road widening improvements as quickly and safely as possible.

**When workers are present, please be mindful of the reduced speed limit through the construction zone.**

Consider using an alternate route whenever possible.

**When** **Tuesday, July 18, 2017:** 7:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. (intermittent closures)

**Where** Avenida La Pata between **Gateway Place and 1,500-feet south of Gateway Place** in San Juan Capistrano.

**Contacts** Mario Garcia, Supervising Construction Inspector, OCPW, (714) 599-0681 (Primary)
Amit Verma, Senior Construction Inspector, OCPW, (714) 932-8634 (Alternate)

Note: Additional updates will be announced regarding future traffic stoppages at other locations along Avenida La Pata.
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